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Elevating per formance,

every day.
The best quality healthcare depends on easy access to the right
instruments and supplies. Capsa Healthcare puts everything clinicians
need at their fingertips with a complete line of fully configurable
medical carts designed to promote orderly storage and organization
where it matters most.
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Emergency carts
The Avalo Series Emergency Cart defines a new
standard of organization and function with a host
of features that provide reliable performance and
promote improved workflow in emergency department.
The unique breakaway locking handle offers optimal

security and the simple access essential to every
emergency response. Stable maneuverability is built-in
to every cart and a full line of accessories enhance user
efficiency and support code team performance.

Quick-Access lock
offers the security
you require and
ensures quick
access to code
cart supplies

Pediatric Crash Cart
The Avalo Series Pediatric Crash Cart is designed for
use with the proven clinical methodology for treating lifethreatening emergencies in pediatric patients. When seconds
matter, the color coded drawers enable doctors and clinicians
to quickly identify critical supplies when responding to
pediatric emergencies.
Contents are secured with a breakaway locking handle, yet a
simple and swift motion can quickly break the tamper-evident
seal giving access to all drawers and emergency supplies.

Removable drawer trays
promote orderly storage
and organization of
emergency supplies
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Standard Anesthesia
The Avalo Series Standard Anesthesia Cart is designed with
a synergy of function and technology to meet the unique needs of
your anesthesia department. The Avalo Anesthesia cart is available in a
selection of height options, drawer depths and storage configurations to
facilitate workflow.
Flexible divider systems, removable drawer trays, and an array of
organization accessories promote orderly storage and organization. A
choice of (3) three innovative locking systems ensure that anesthesia
medications and supplies are kept secure.

Drawer
Dividers

Removable Drawer
Trays

Procedure Carts
The Avalo Series Procedure Cart offers a wide
selection of organization accessories, large capacity,
and a choice of models in 4-drawer, 5-drawer, or custom
configurations. The Avalo Procedure Cart is adaptable to
many different healthcare applications including trauma,
airway, dressing, cast, or general supply cart. Ensure
security with a choice of three (3) proven lock systems
including an advanced keyless entry with auto-relock.

Seamless Drawer Trays
are durable and prevent
issues associated with
pop rivets or sharp
edges found in metal
drawers
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Drawer Flex
Dividers

Isolation Carts
The Avalo Series Isolation Cart provides
innovative features that promote long-term,
reliable function and value. Large-volume
seamless drawer trays are supported by a
unique guide system that ensures consistent
performance year after year. Drawers open fully
allowing easy access to contents in the rear of
the drawer, and stay closed when the cart is in
motion.

Spread Caster Position provides
stability control by moving the
wheels out toward the corners
of the cart frame

Medical Cart Drawer Configurations
Drawer
Configuration*

Standard
Height

Intermediate
Height

Applies to model
types:
Emergency
Anesthesia

Applies to model
types:
Procedure

Applies to model
type:
Isolation

Cart Specifications
Surf. 		 Profondeur Largeur
Hauteur
43,0 po		 24 po		
110 cm 		 61 cm 		

31 po
79 cm

Hauteur
39,5 po		 24 po		
intermédiaire : 100 cm 		 61 cm 		

31 po
79 cm

Hauteur
standard :

Drawer Specifications
Height

Depth		Width

3 po
7 cm

17,5 po		 21,5 po
45 cm		 55 cm

6 po
16 cm

17,5 po		
45 cm 		

21,5 po
55 cm

10 po
25 cm

17,5 po		
45 cm 		

21,5 po
55 cm

*Standard drawer configurations shown, alternative drawer configurations available.
Consult with your Promotal Representative for standard cart handle configurations.
Specifications, availability & components are subject to change without notice.
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Security Features
Lock System Options

Lock System Choices
AutoLock™
Automatically secures a motionless
unlocked medical cart with a userdefined relock time delay from 1-99
minutes. AutoLock permits up to 5,000
individual user codes to further enhance
cart access tracking and security. SLA
battery operated.

Renforcement des dispositifs de sécurité
AutoLockMC
Proximity Access
An advanced proximity
card reader can be
selected as an
additional security
access requirement

AutoLock security upgrades available.

Keyless Access with Manual Relocking
Simply enter a 4-digit access code,
push down the lock lever and the cart is
ready for access. To secure the medical
cart, simply push in the lock lever.
Clear visual indication of lock status is
apparent from a distance.

Key Access with Manual Relocking
Featuring the Best® Core Removable
Lock System, this basic yet proven lock
system provides your medical cart
advanced security and the flexibility to
change keys simply and easily.
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Standard Host Software

Using Standard Host
Software authorized
users can add, change or
delete an access code for
specific users

Avalo Series Medical Carts
®

Options et accessoiries

Cardiac Board

Emergency - Pediatric

Accessory Bridge
Anesthesia

Defibrillator Shelf

Emergency - Pediatric

Divided Drawer Tray
Emergency - Pediatric - Procedure

Tilt Bin Organizers
Anesthesia

Sharps/Glove Holder

I.V. Pole

Internal Lock Box

Oxygen Tank Holder

Anesthesia - Isolation - Procedure

Emergency

Emergency - Pediatric

Emergency - Pediatric

Waste Container
Isolation - Procedure
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